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Abstract
This paper presents a comparative study of the performance of three operating systems that run on the personal
computer architecture derived from the IBM-PC. The operating systems, Windows for Workgroups (tm), Windows
NT (tm), and NetBSD (a freely available UNIX (tm) variant) cover a broad range of system functionality and user
requirements, from a single address space model to full protection with preemptive multi-tasking. Our measurements
were enabled by hardware counters in Intel’s Pentium (tm) processor that permit measurement of a broad range of
processor events including instruction counts and on-chip cache miss rates. We used both microbenchmarks, which
expose specific differences between the systems, and application workloads, which provide an indication of expected
end-to-end performance. Our microbenchmark results show that accessing system functionality is more expensive in
Windows than in the other two systems due to frequent changes in machine mode and the use of system call hooks.
When running native applications, Windows NT is more efficient than Windows, but it does incur overhead from its
microkernel structure. Overall, system functionality can be accessed most efficiently in NetBSD; we attribute this to
its monolithic structure, and to the absence of the complications created by backwards compatibility in the other systems. Measurements of application performance show that the impact of these differences is significant in terms of
overall execution time.

1. Introduction
While most current operating systems research takes place using a variant of UNIX, the vast majority of mainstream computing occurs on personal computer (PC) systems (those derived from the IBM-PC architecture) running
Microsoft Windows. The differences between the OS platforms used in research and mainstream OS products makes
some systems research irrelevant with respect to the current needs of the software industry. At the same time,
researchers ignore important problems in non-UNIX systems.
The most common operating system used on PC platforms is Microsoft Windows. Windows lacks many features the OS research community consider mandatory, most notably preemptive multitasking and protected address
spaces. New operating systems for the PC market like Windows NT and OS/2(tm) incorporate the timesharing support found in modern UNIX systems while also supporting the Windows operating system interface. Though the
operating systems community is familiar with the benefits of features such as separate protected address spaces, we
don’t know that much about systems without them. Our goal is to address this shortcoming by illuminating the important differences between UNIX and commodity systems and measuring their impact on application performance.
As a first step towards understanding this issue, we present a quantitative comparison of three operating systems
all of which run on the same PC hardware: Microsoft Windows for Workgroups(tm); NetBSD, a freely distributed
version of UNIX; and Microsoft Windows NT (tm), a system which combines support for Windows applications with
operating system features found in UNIX systems. There are important similarities in how the systems are used. All
are used in personal (i.e. single-user) computing. All are used to load multiple applications into memory and switch
between them. All are used with an interactive, window-based interface. These similarities give us a basis for comparison.
This is an extended version of a paper to appear in the 15th ACM Symposium on Operating System Principles. This paper is also
available from the Center for Research in Computing Technology, Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University as technical
report TR-09-95.
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Although the three systems support personal computing, they use different core functionality. The commercial
success of Windows is evidence that the following UNIX features are not mandatory for the success of a mainstream
operating system:
• Protected address spaces: People learn to work around bugs that cause systems to crash.
• Preemptive multi-tasking: People wait for printers and batch jobs and initiate context switches manually.
• High-level system abstractions: Abstractions like pipes and background jobs are not immediately
useful for applications that use a graphical user interface.
A key distinction between UNIX systems and the Microsoft OS products we studied is support in the Microsoft
products for backwards compatibility with MS/DOS and Windows. The requirement of compatibility with Windows
has influenced many aspects of the Windows NT structure. The structural impact of backwards compatibility is difficult to evaluate in isolation; nonetheless the performance impact of the microkernel architecture chosen to implement
this compatibility is substantial. This study explores how compatibility and the system structures it requires affects
performance in the three systems.
For this paper we quantify the impact of differences between the three operating systems using hardware event
counters in the Pentium microprocessor [Intel 94, Mathisen 94]. We will present results from two sets of experiments,
one using microbenchmarks and another using application workloads. The general strategy for our analysis is:
• Measure microbenchmarks.
• Explain microbenchmark results from available documentation.
• Measure application performance.
• Explain application performance based on microbenchmark results and available documentation.
In our comparison we were obliged to make compromises on certain factors outside of our control. For example, we
could not compile the three operating systems using the same compiler since we do not have access to source code for
Windows or Windows NT. Instead we measured systems that were compiled in the same way as the systems in common use. There were also occasions where the lack of access to source code for Windows or Windows NT prevented
us from answering detailed questions about the internals of the proprietary systems. Nonetheless, analysis of data
from the measurements yields revealing and frequently surprising results. We found that:
• There are large performance penalties inherent in the structure of Windows.
• System functionality implemented at user level requires extra instruction overhead in Windows.
• There was no performance benefit from the shared Windows address space in our experiments.
• Windows NT structure adds significantly to the cost of accessing system functionality.
The next section provides some background on the three operating systems and the hardware on which they run. In
Section 3 we discuss issues specific to our experiments, in particular, configuration details for the specific machine
we used for our experiments, information on the hardware counters used for these experiments and how we accessed
them, and a description of the specific microbenchmarks and application workloads used in our experiments. In Sections 4 and 5 we report our experimental results. In Section 6 the ramifications of our work are discussed and we note
some issues which require further investigation.

2. Background
This section gives background on the systems we measured and machines on which they run. We start with a
brief overview of the essential distinctions between the three systems we measured. Table 1 gives some general data
on the three operating systems. Due to space constraints we cannot give all relevant details of the system structure.
Suggested references are provided for readers unfamiliar with one or more of the systems.

2.1 Windows
Windows is the defacto standard operating environment for PCs. Windows is sometimes referred to as an MS/
DOS extender and must be used in conjunction with MS/DOS, which provides a thin layer of system functionality
upon which Windows is built. MS/DOS also defines a system interface which Windows must support for backwards
compatibility. This requirement has numerous ramifications on the machine model used by Windows programs.
Because Windows cannot be used without MS/DOS and MS/DOS is not often used without Windows, we will not
distinguish between the two systems and will use “Windows” to refer to the composition of Windows for Workgroups
running on top of MS/DOS.
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Current Windows applications execute using an application programmer’s interface (API) which we will refer
to as “Win16,” for “sixteen-bit Windows applications.” For Win16 applications, the CPU runs in 16-bit 80286 mode,
ignoring the top half of 32 bit registers. Win16 applications operate in a segmented address space, with a maximum
segment size of 64 KBytes imposed by the register size limitation. Segment registers must be reloaded frequently
when an application uses large amounts of memory or requires memory structures larger than 64 KBytes.
system
Windows

Windows NT
NetBSD

principal components
MS/DOS
KRNL386.EXE - control for segmented memory
WIN386.EXE - the Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) and other VxDs.
The VMM handles task switching, paging, and other low-level services
USER.EXE - the windowing system
GDI.EXE - graphics engine module
Executive - interrupt handling, VM, IPC, file system, network
Win32 (tm) subsystem - Win32 user interface, windowing system
vmunix - monolithic Unix kernel
XF86_S3 - X11 Windowing System Server

executable size (bytes)
(resident size) 213000
76400
577577
264096
220800
752944
(resident size)4 MBytes
606208
2400256

Table 1. Components of the three systems

The Win16 API provides for a single address space which is shared by the system and all active applications.
Context switches between applications occur when an application voluntarily yields control. The system does not
support isolated address spaces or involuntary context switches.
Windows system software is composed of four components which are loaded separately: KRNL386.EXE,
USER.EXE, WIN386.EXE, and GDI.EXE. Table 1 gives a rough description of the content of the different pieces.
Although it is composed of separate pieces and runs on top of MS/DOS, Windows differs from microkernel systems
in that all parts of the system run in the same address space.
Unlike UNIX systems, Windows does not allow third-party developers to relink the operating system. Thirdparty developer who need to extend Windows must do so without source code for the operating system and without
reloading the system modules. To accommodate developers, Windows supports dynamically loaded libraries (DLLs)
and loadable device drivers (VxDs). These make it possible to incorporate new system functionality into the preloaded system and are used extensively in Windows software.
In our experiments we used Windows for Workgroups version 3.11. We selected Windows for Workgroups
because it provides network support comparable to that provided by Windows NT and NetBSD. Network support has
minimal impact on most of our experiments. The two only two workloads we used that make use of the network are
the network microbenchmark and the Web server application workload.
Although we did not have source code for Windows, we did have a Windows debugger which made it possible
to single-step through interrupt handlers and other parts of the system. This made it possible to answer many questions about Windows control structure in spite of the lack of source code. In addition, an abundance of reference
books on Windows exists. See [Chappell 94, Microsoft 90, Pietrek 93, Schulman et al. 92] for a more complete
description of Windows internals.

2.2 Windows NT
Windows NT is microkernel operating system that supports protected address spaces, preemptive multi-tasking,
and multiple application APIs, including the MS/DOS and Win16 APIs supported by Windows as well as the Win32
(tm) API [Shaw 94].
The kernel in Windows NT is called the NT Executive. It provides interrupt and exception handling, virtual
memory and IPC support, as well as other higher-level services such as file system and network access. The NT Executive implements a set of native services, which are used by user-level protected subsystems to implement specific
APIs. In particular there are Win16 and Win32 subsystems which handle system requests from applications that use
the Win16/Win32 API.
We used the SoftIce (tm) debugger from NuMega Technologies Inc.
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The Win32 API is the preferred API for Windows NT applications. It provides a flat 4 GByte address space with
no segments. The lower half is for user processes and the upper half is reserved for the system. User-mode computations are not allowed to access system memory in Windows NT, although protection of system memory is not a
requirement of the Win32 API. The Win32 protected subsystem owns the display and the console input devices. It
implements the window manager and also maintains input queues for each Win32 client. Other subsystems (including
Win16) become Win32 subsystem clients when they want to access the display and console input devices.
In order to minimize interprocess communication overhead, Windows NT includes a Local Procedure Call
(LPC) facility. LPC supports message delivery via shared memory, to avoid copies when large amounts of data must
be transferred. To reduce communication overhead, the NT Executive can cache information in the client DLL and
within the executive. Additionally, multiple system call requests are sometimes batched in a single message.
For our Windows NT experiments we used Windows NT Workstation Version 3.5, build 807. We used the FAT
file system for both Windows and Windows NT experiments. We did not have source code for Windows NT. In analyzing Windows NT behavior we were limited to our measurement results and to publicly available reference works.
See [Custer 93, Microsoft 93] for more complete documentation on Windows NT.

2.3 NetBSD
We chose NetBSD 1.0 as a representative example of a modern Unix system. NetBSD is a descendent of the
original Berkeley UNIX systems and is in most ways typical of UNIX implementations. It is structured as a monolithic UNIX kernel, with the UNIX system call interface implemented directly by the operating system kernel. This
differentiates it from microkernel systems such as Mach 3.0 [Accetta et al. 86, Golub et. al. 90] and Windows NT.
NetBSD supports timesharing, with each user process in its own protected address space. The windowing system runs
outside the operating system kernel as a user process, unlike Windows and Windows NT, where the windowing system is considered an inseparable part of the operating system. We used the XFree86 3.1.1 distribution of the X11
Windowing System (X11R6) and the twm window manager.
Although NetBSD supports dynamically loaded device drivers, all device drivers used in our experiments were
statically loaded. NetBSD also supports shared libraries. NetBSD supports coalesced I/O operations, and our system
was built with this optimizations enabled. Our NetBSD kernel was compiled from the 1.0 distribution at the default
optimization level (-O6) with gcc version 2.4.5. The availability of source code for NetBSD made it straightforward
to answer questions about system internals.

2.4 Related Work
Although some authors have considered the impact of structure for UNIX systems [Chen & Bershad 92] very
little attention has been given to the behavior of commodity operating systems.
In the commodity computing world, performance measurement studies are typically based on the assumption
that the Windows operating system will be used, and concentrate primarily on the performance for variations in computer hardware [Van Name & Catchings 1994]. Popular computing magazines regularly publish articles which compare current operating system offerings for PCs, but generally these evaluations focus on functionality. In general
they do not explore performance issues [Ezzell 93, Udell et al. 94], and when they do their analysis is superficial, presenting end-to-end benchmark results with little attempt to explain or understand performance differences or the
impact of structural issues [Linthicum & Vaughan-Nichols 93]. In addition, these articles frequently anticipate
upcoming OS offerings, going to press before the featured system is ready for performance evaluation [Linthicum &
Vaughan-Nichols 93, Udell et al. 94]. We did find one study that compared 32 bit operating systems including several
commercial UNIX products, however, the article gave little attention to quantitative comparison of performance,
focusing their evaluation instead on qualitative differences in functionality with criteria such as “Graphics and Multimedia,” “Business Productivity,” and “DOS and Windows emulation” [Linthicum 94]. Another study compared Network Operating Systems, but the only performance results they present were for local and remote file transfers
[Gunnerson 93].

Our NetBSD system was configured with clustering enabled, rotdelay = 0 and maxcontig = 8.
Aside from the addition of a device driver to access the Pentium counters, one change was made locally to the system: a trivial (3
line) change was required to the initialization code of the NCR PCI SCSI device driver to support the NCR 815 controller.
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Some attention from the research community has gone to supporting MS/DOS interfaces under UNIX. Forin &
Malin [Forin & Malin 94] compare FAT and Berkeley FFS file systems implemented for a Mach 3.0 system. Another
project implemented a server for the MS/DOS interface on top of Mach 3.0 [Rashid et al. 91].

3. Methodology
In this section we document hardware and software details specific to our experiments. We start by describing
the hardware platform on which this study is based. Next we describe the Pentium counters, and the software we used
to access them. We go on to describe our microbenchmarks and application workloads, then close with a discussion
of the metrics we will use as the basis of our comparison of the three systems.

3.1 PC Hardware
The current plethora of vendors who manufacture and market personal computers makes defining a “PC” difficult. For this project, we will define a PC as a computer that runs the MS/DOS operating system from Microsoft. We
further restrict our study to the class of machines which can run NetBSD or Windows NT. These systems require
memory management features of an Intel 80386 compatible processor [Intel 94].
A current PC system typically includes a motherboard with CPU, BIOS ROM, and 4 MBytes or more of RAM
on a memory bus. Current systems also typically include an ISA bus for adding peripheral devices, and a VESA local
bus or a PCI bus for high-throughput devices like disk and display controllers.
We ran our experiments on a PC based on the Intel Premiere II motherboard, with a 90 MHz Intel Pentium processor, a 256KB direct-mapped second level cache and 32MBytes of main memory. Table 2 gives some relevant features of the Pentium processor. Table 3 gives configuration details specific to our system.
90 MHz, two-way superscalar

PCI SCSI-II controller based on the NCR 815 chip

8 KByte, 2-way assoc., split caches, 32 byte lines

Two Seagate ST32550N Barracuda disks: one for
Windows NT and Windows, one for NetBSD

256 entry 4-way assoc. branch target buffer

SMC-8013W ISA Ethernet Controller

64 entry, 4-way assoc. Data TLB (4K translations)

Diamond Stealth 64D video adaptor with 2MB of
DRAM and Vision864 graphics chip.

8 entry, 4-way assoc. Data TLB (4M translations)
32 entry, 4-way associative Instruction TLB

Table 3. Configuration of gouda.harvard.edu.

Main memory width is 8 bytes
Table 2. The Pentium Processor

3.2 The Pentium Counters
We made our measurements using event counters implemented in the Intel Pentium processor. Although the
counters are not documented in the public specification for the Pentium chip, they have been reported in popular magazines [Mathisen 94], and it is rumored that they will become a documented feature in future microprocessors from
Intel [Gwennap 95]. The following description of the Pentium counters and our use of these undocumented hardware
features is based on the description from a unencumbered document [Mathisen 94] as well as publicly available
source code referenced in the same document.
The Intel Pentium processor includes two hardware counters. Each counter can be configured to count one of a
number of different events. Table 4 lists the subset of the Pentium event that we counted in our experiments. In addition to the two hardware counters, the Pentium also implements a cycle counter.
A further configuration option makes it possible to obtain separate event counts for user mode and kernel mode.
An 80386 compatible processor implements four protection rings. The counters can be configured to count events in
ring 0 (kernel mode), events in rings 1-3 (user mode), or all events. This feature is useful in that it permits some separation of user and system activity; however such counts cannot be compared directly across the three systems
because each of the systems implements a different amount of functionality in kernel mode. In Windows, the Virtual
Memory Manager (VMM) and device drivers run in kernel mode, but the rest of the system (including MS/DOS and
the BIOS) runs in user mode. In Windows NT, the NT Executive runs in kernel mode, with applications and the
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Win32 subsystem running in user mode. In NetBSD, the Unix kernel runs in kernel mode. This partitioning must be
considered when comparing kernel and user mode events across the different systems.
We used the Pentium cycle counter to monitor repeatability of our experiments. The experimental results in this
paper are the average of repeated runs unless otherwise noted. The standard deviation between runs is low. Every
experiment was run with the cycle counter, and the cycle counts were used to ascertain that our experimental runs
were controlled and that our measurements were not unexpectedly affected by non-deterministic activity.

3.3 Device Drivers
The Pentium counters are accessed and controlled using special instructions that are available in kernel mode
only. We augmented each of the three operating systems with mechanisms to support user level counter access and
control. To accomplish this under Windows, we used a virtual device driver, commonly known as a VxD. A VxD is a
dynamically-loadable module which runs in protection ring 0, in 32-bit mode. VxDs are commonly used to multiplex
physical devices for virtual machines. Windows uses a dozen or so VxDs; additional VxDs can be specified in the
system configuration files that are processed during Windows initialization. VxDs are commonly activated by hardware interrupts or system calls, but they can also publish an entry point, thereby permitting user-level programs to
call them directly. We used the latter method to access our Pentium counter VxD.
For NetBSD, we accessed the Pentium counters using device drivers and named files in /dev. We used four separate named devices: one each for system and user event counts, one for the cycle counter, and a fourth that implemented a software-based count of idle loop iterations. This gave us a measure of the I/O requirements for a given
workload. The event counters were configured using ioctl system calls. Further ioctl calls zero or freeze both counters
in a single operation.
Windows NT provides an elaborate API to support dynamically-loadable device drivers. Using this API we created a device driver which is dynamically loaded into the NT Executive to access the Pentium counters. This device
driver allows user programs to manipulate the counters by using reads and writes of a device special file, similar to
the driver used with NetBSD.
Number
0x00
0x01
0x02
0x03
0x04
0x0b
0x0c
0x0d
0x0e
0x0f
0x12
0x13
0x14
0x15
0x19
0x1a
0x16
0x1e
0x27
0x28
0x29

Name

Comments

Data Read
Data Write
Data TLB miss
Data read cache miss
Data write cache miss
Misaligned references
Code read
Code TLB misses
Code cache misses
Segment register loads
Branches
Branch Target Buffer Hits
Taken branch or BTB hit
Pipeline flushes
data write miss cycles
data read miss cycles
Instructions executed
Noncached memory reference
Hardware Interrupts
Data read or write
Data read or write miss
Cycle counter

Count of data read operations, independent of size. Misaligned reads count twice.
Misaligned writes count once.

code reads from I-Cache. At least 17 and at most 32 bytes are read per operation.

A pipeline flush occurs when branch prediction fails

Instructions using the REP prefix count as a single instruction.

Continues when machine is halted in idle loop
Table 4. Pentium Counters.
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3.4 Microbenchmarks
We used a suite of microbenchmarks to measure and compare specific aspects of system functionality. Most of
our microbenchmarks are based on the lmbench portable system measurement suite [McVoy 95], and all of them borrow from the lmbench methodology. They include:
• Null -- counter access latency. Measures the time to access a third-party operating system extension,
namely our counter control device. The Null benchmark serves as a starting point for understanding
more complex behavior. This benchmark is not from the lmbench suite.
• Syscall -- minimum system call latency. Time to invoke functionality implemented in the operating
system.
• Exec -- latency to load and run a trivial program. We tested Exec with both static and dynamically
loaded libraries.
• Memory access time -- memory access time for references spanning arrays of various sizes. This
measures the impact of the segmented architecture in Windows, and of page-mapping policy in Windows NT and NetBSD.
• A suite of file system performance tests.
• Bitblt - a graphics microbenchmark to test bitblt performance.
• Netbw - a network throughput test.
The insights gained from understanding the microbenchmark results provide a basis for analyzing composite behavior for the application workloads. A more detailed description of individual microbenchmarks accompanies the
experimental results in Section 4.
The benchmarks were compiled for each of the three systems with the highest available optimization level. Windows does not support static linking for all libraries. All benchmarks on NetBSD and Windows NT were linked statically, with the exception of the Exec benchmark, for which we compare the overheads for both static and dynamic
linking. The impact of microbenchmark compilation is small -- most of the measured execution time is system time
and very little time is spent in the actual code for the microbenchmark. The microbenchmarks were compiled for NetBSD with gcc version 2.6.3 using optimization level -O6. For Windows and Windows NT, benchmarks were compiled with Visual C++ (tm) at “release level” (optimized for speed). No Pentium-specific optimizations were applied
for any of the experimental workloads or systems.

3.5 Application Workloads
For application workloads we restricted ourselves to software that ran on all three systems. Regrettably this
excludes the “shrink-wrapped” software which makes up the bulk of Windows computation. Our workloads may tend
to favor UNIX because all of them were developed for the UNIX API. Despite this bias, they provide grounds for
comparison, which Windows software would not. We selected our application workloads to test a range of realistic
loads. Because all of the workloads have a working set size of under 32 MBytes, no significant paging activity
occurred during the experiments.
Wish is a graphical user interface builder for the Tcl language [Ousterhout 94]. Our goal using this workload was
to model behavior that might be a part of an interactive workload. Our workload was CPU intensive, making extensive use of the windowing system with little disk activity. Our Wish benchmark was based on the “widget” demo
included with the standard Wish release. We used the “source” Tcl command to load the widget file, then “invoke”
commands to exercise various widgets on the screen. Wish was compiled with standard optimizations (-O) on all
three systems.
Ghostscript is a publicly available Postscript(tm) previewer [Adobe 85]. For our experiment, we used Ghostscript to display a 13 page, 372 K byte conference paper dissertation. This workload was compute intensive and made
significant use of the windowing system and display. Relatively little time went to file access. Ghostscript was run
with the same screen resolution, view size, and magnification on all three systems, and was compiled at the highest
optimization level. Ghostscript was dynamically linked on all three systems.
Our third application, a World Wide Web Server [Berners-Lee et al. 92], uses the network and the file system.
The client load for this workload used a trace of 1024 requests from an NSCA server which services requests to
www.nsca.uiuc.edu. The client downloads a total of 9.7 MBytes of data. We ran our test using a dedicated network
between host and client. So as to measure the server at maximum throughput, our server load was generated by a client which used non-blocking socket I/O to issue parallel HTTP requests.
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The UNIX HTTP server used was version 1.3R of the NCSA HTTP daemon, compiled with gcc 2.6.3 at optimization level -O2. The Windows NT server was distributed as an executable from the European Microsoft Windows
NT Academic Centre at the University of Edinburgh [Adie 94], and is the server used by Microsoft (host
www.microsoft.com). The Windows HTTP server we used is from Alisa Corporation and is based on the NCSA
Mosaic code base.
Execution time (seconds)

Executable size (kilobytes)

Resident Size (kilobytes)

workload
NetBSD
Wish
Ghostscript
Web Server

7.048
16.922
74.767

NT
14.944
9.3
69.044

Windows

NetBSD

18.946
20.322
78.567

433
397
243

NT
1080
472
225

Windows

NetBSD

836
555
243

1740
2380
3684

NT
1000
3000
4688

Windows
799
1535
1004

Table 5. Application Workloads. Extensive use of dynamically loaded libraries makes it difficult to interpret executable sizes for
these programs. For this reason we have provided both executable size and resident size. Executable size for Wish includes executables and DLLs. The resident sizes were measured using the ps command under UNIX, the Performance Monitor under Windows NT, and Stretch utility from Microsoft Visual C++ 1.5 under Windows. Although the measurements are very approximate,
they do give an indication of the real memory requirements of the application. The Web Server under NetBSD forks approximately 22 processes, each of which has an average resident size of 399 K Bytes. These resident sizes are not additive because
text pages are shared between the processes. The NetBSD Web resident size assumes 156 K bytes of unique data per processes.

We used a separate counter-control program to start, stop, and record counter values. In this way we avoided
including server start-up and shutdown overhead in our experiments. The Web experiments ran long enough so that
the activity generated by the counter control program not significant. To improve the reproducibility of our results, we
defragmented our FAT disk before loading the Web server tree. Because FFS has better aging properties, FFS defragmentation was not required.
For each operating system, we tuned the Web client parameters to maximize the server throughput. The accept
queues of both Windows for Workgroups and Windows NT were easily overrun by parallel connection attempts,
resulting in a significant performance penalty. Windows throughput dropped significantly under a load of nine or
more concurrent requests, so we limited the number of concurrent Windows requests to eight. The Windows server
generated approximately 900 connection-refused messages for 1024 successful HTTP retrievals. For Windows NT,
even a small number of back-to-back connection requests caused long periods of idle time which we could not
explain. By inserting a 20ms pause in the client between requests we were able to achieve reasonable throughput with
twenty concurrent requests. The throughput of NetBSD increased in a stable way with increased client parallelism.
We drove the NetBSD web server with 32 concurrent requests. No connections were refused under NetBSD.

3.6 Metrics
We use several different metrics in our comparison of the different operating systems executing on the Pentium.
The most important measure is the time required by the computer system to perform a specific task, so we will frequently use cycle count to compare the total latency for comparable computations on the three different systems.
Instruction count also gives a measure of total work, although multi-cycle instructions mean this count does not
always give a reliable metric. We will use the percent of total cycles to get a precise idea of how specific functional
units are contributing to the cycle count, for example, percent of total cycles due to data cache misses. Miss rates in
terms of misses per reference (e.g. data cache misses per data reference) provide another useful metric for analyzing
the performance of specific functional units.
instruction
INC AX
INC memloc
LDS DX, memloc
INT imm
IRET
REP MOVSB

operation
increment register AX
increment variable in memory
load address at memloc into DS:DX
call to interrupt procedure
return from interrupt procedure
string copy

cycles
1
3 with cache hit
4 with cache hit
16-108, depending on protection and machine mode changes
8-97, depending on protection and machine mode changes.
many - can copy up to 4 GBytes

Table 6. Some Multicycle Pentium instructions.
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In analyses of RISC-based computer systems, per-instruction metrics such as Cycles per Instruction (CPI) or
misses per instruction are typically used as a measure of how effectively a machine architecture supports a given
computation. In a hypothetical RISC architecture where each instruction has the same minimum latency and does a
comparable amount of work, per-instruction metrics can be interpreted in an immediate and straightforward way as
the amount of time required to do a quantum of work. Such an interpretation relies on the assumption that the amount
of work done by a computation is proportional to the number of instructions executed. This assumption does not
apply for a multiple cycle per instruction architecture such as the Intel 80386. Table 5 gives some examples of multiple cycle Pentium instructions and their latencies. Many common Pentium instructions require multiple cycles and do
significantly more computational work than a single cycle instruction. Simply taking an event count and dividing by
the number of instructions can be misleading. Although we sometimes analyze CPI for isolated systems, we avoid
using it as a basis for cross-system comparison.
The problem with interpreting instruction counts on a machine like the Pentium is that an operation such as a
block copy can be implemented in different ways with comparable cycle counts but different instruction counts. We
have determined that all three systems make extensive use of repeated string instructions such as REP MOVSB. In
NetBSD and Windows NT, routines such as bcopy() are implemented using REP. Additionally, Windows uses REP
extensively in hand-coded assembler. Section 4 discusses in detail how changes in machine mode (INT and IRET
instructions) are used in the three systems.
The Pentium provides a count of instruction cache misses but not instruction cache stall cycles. In our analysis
we sometimes use an estimate of instruction stall cycles as a percentage of total cycles. This estimate is a lower bound
which assumes that all on-chip instruction cache misses hit in the second level cache.
Idle time is implemented differently on each of the three system, and these differences must be accounted for
when interpreting counter values. Windows NT executes a HALT instruction when the system is idle. Although the
cycle counts continue to increment when the CPU is halted, no instructions or other events occur. NetBSD uses an
idle loop. We adjusted our NetBSD counts for idle loop activity so that they would be comparable with counts for
Windows NT. Windows also halts the machine during idle time, however the idle halt is not used during disk activity.
I/O requests cause Windows to busy wait. This makes it harder to interpret counts for Windows when significant disk
activity occurs.
NetBSD experiments ran in single-user mode. Windows NT and Windows experiments were run with minimal
background activity. The network was disconnected for all tests except for the Web server.

4. Microbenchmark Results
4.1 The Null Benchmark
Our Null benchmark measures the overhead for invoking a third party system extension, namely our device for
controlling the Pentium counters. Pseudocode for our Null benchmark is as follows:
for (each counter)
for (i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
start();
stop();
}

The function start() zeros the current counter, and stop() stores the counter value in an in-memory log. We used this
benchmark to understand and tune our code for reading and controlling the counters, and to measure correction factors for counter maintenance overhead to be used in other experiments.
Figure 1 shows baseline results for the Null benchmark on the three systems. Comparison of the instruction
counts shows that Windows requires far fewer instructions to access the counters than do the other systems. This is
because the Windows protected mode driver can be called directly from a user program without invoking the operating system. Windows NT requires many more instructions to access the counters relative to the other systems. This
overhead is due to the multiple protection domain crossings required to access the counter device in Windows NT.
From the Windows NT documentation [Custer 94] we have inferred that six protection boundary crossings are
required for this operation between the application, Executive, and Win32 subsystem. In comparison, NetBSD
requires two protection boundary crossings. Windows does not require protection boundary crossings, although it
does require two changes of machine mode.
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Figure 1. Baseline results for the Null benchmark. These graphs show measures of the CPU activity required to access thirdparty device drivers. These results illustrate the cost required to start and stop the Pentium counters, and provided us with correction factors which we used with the other workloads. Branch mispredict rate equals mispredictions per branch. I Cache
miss cycles is given as a percentage of total cycles.

On the Pentium, CPI can be used as an indicator of multi-cycle instructions. The wide variation in CPI across
the three systems is due to the combined effect of multi-cycle instructions and variations in system structure. First,
note that the CPI for Windows is very high (450 cycles / 106 instructions). The high CPI is due to the high density of
multi-cycle instructions in the access path for our counter VxD. In particular, VxD subroutines are called using the
INT instruction and return using IRET. INT requires 70 or more cycles. IRET requires 90 or more cycles. The corresponding mechanisms for Windows NT and NetBSD have lower latency (44 cycles for call, 27 for return) because no
change in processor mode is required.
component
application
kernel
VMM
VxDs
MS/DOS
BIOS

protection ring
3
3
0
0
3
3

CPU mode
16-bit protected
16-bit protected
32-bit protected
32-bit protected
virtual 8086
virtual 8086

Table 7. Software components activated by the INT21 call.

High CPI in Windows can be attributed to multi-cycle instructions. In Windows NT we identified three phenomena which contribute to elevated cycle counts:
• Branch Prediction Performance (Figure 1). This may be due to procedure call patterns and relatively
few loops.
• I Cache miss rate (Figure 1a). This is an indication of poor instruction locality in Windows NT. Both
branch density and larger code size (Table 1) could be contributing factors.
• More multi-cycle instructions relative to NetBSD.
Our Null benchmark accurately reflects the overhead for accessing third-party kernel mode functionality in the
three systems. The results show that Windows applications which access hardware devices directly get a substantial
performance advantage compared to the other two systems. However, the results are not indicative of the time
required to access system functionality in general. The Syscall benchmark presented in the next section gives a more
precise measure of the cost of accessing functionality implemented in the system.

4.2 The Syscall Benchmark
This benchmark measures the minimum time required to invoke a system call. Pseudocode for our microbenchmark is as follows:
for (each counter)
for (i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
start();
system call
stop();
}

For the system call, we selected a call that always went to the system (i.e. couldn’t be batched or cached). For Windows NT and NetBSD we used dup(). The implementation of dup() is trivial in NetBSD and Windows NT but not in
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Windows; for Windows we used the “get extended error function” call (INT21 Function 59). The results in Figure 2
are corrected for counter manipulation overhead.
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(c) I Cache cycles (%) (d) Branch mispredict rate
Figure 2. Baseline results for the Syscall benchmark. These results show that the cost of accessing system functionality is
much lower in NetBSD than in the other two systems. The difference is due to system structure. These results were corrected for the cost of accessing the Pentium counters.

The overhead for the dup() system call in Windows NT and NetBSD is similar to the overhead required to start
and stop the counters in the Null benchmark. Also, observations from the Null benchmark with respect to the instruction cache and branch behavior continue to hold (Figure 2c,d).
We were surprised by the large overhead required to access the minimum system functionality in Windows. Two
aspects of Windows structure contribute to this high cost. First, Windows requires frequent changes between three
CPU modes: virtual 8086 mode, 16-bit protected mode, and 32-bit protected mode. The cost of the CPU mode change
is in addition to the cost of privilege level changes required to enter kernel mode. Table 7 shows the modules that are
activated for the INT21 call and the CPU mode they require. Each change of CPU mode requires a single instruction
with latency of 80 - 100 cycles to save and restore hardware state, plus additional overhead to maintain software state.
Another control structure which contributes to the cost of Windows system calls is the use of “hooks,” a mechanism by which a program can change MS/DOS functionality by intercepting system calls. Many programs use hooks,
including disk caching software, CD-ROM drivers and disk compression software. A system call hook requires modifying the system call vector; in this way, a chain of interested programs can filter system calls as they arrive to see if
the requested functionality is something they implement. This chain of filters lengthens the time required to process a
system call.
Our Syscall benchmark shows that the cost of using functionality implemented in the system is comparable for
Windows and Windows NT, both of which have higher overhead than NetBSD. As it exercises minimal system functionality, a large percentage of total activity corresponds to system call invocation overhead, so our benchmark tends
to exaggerate the impact of this overhead. The more complicated workloads that follow give a better indication of the
impact of this overhead in more realistic situations.

4.3 The Exec Benchmark
This benchmark measures how quickly the system can load and run a trivial program. Pseudo code for our
benchmark is as follows:
for each counter
start();
for (i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
fork+exec();
/* or equivalant */
wait_for_child_to_exit();
}
stop();

The activity required to execute a program is slightly different for each system. NetBSD uses the vfork() and exec()
system calls. The vfork() avoids the overhead of duplicating the parent address space. In Windows NT, the CreateProcess() system call takes an executable file as one of its parameters, and creates a new address space in which that executable is consequently run. For Windows, Win16 applications run in a single shared address space so no address
space creation occurs. WinExec() takes an executable file along with other parameters for running a program, loads
the specified program into the shared address space, and starts it.
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Figure 3. Baseline results for the Exec benchmark. The minimum cost for executing a program is dependent on the system
and also whether libraries used by the program are statically or dynamically linked.

Comparing the cycle and instruction counts, the NetBSD static case gives by far the best performance. Address
space creation and program loading is a relatively cheap operation in UNIX. The overhead is a factor of five higher in
Windows NT. Although we cannot attribute the higher costs relative to NetBSD to specific aspects of Windows NT
internals, two likely sources are the extra communications required by microkernel structure and support for backwards compatibility.
Compared to NetBSD, the NT Executive leaves much of process creation to the environment subsystems. The
NT Executive provides an NtCreateProcess() system call which creates a new process object by duplicating the
address space of the calling process. The thread (another object type) must be created separately. A subsystem must
perform several system calls to implement the equivalent of a Unix execve(), resulting in more protection domain
switches and associated overhead. This is consistent with earlier results comparing microkernel and monolithic kernel behavior [Chen & Bershad 93].
Our measurements show that program execution in Windows NT requires many more data references than NetBSD; six times as many data reads and five times as many data writes. Some possible sources for this overhead
include extra copies introduced by the microkernel structure and inefficiencies introduced in the duplication of the
address spaces, however we were not able to determine the exact source of this increased data activity.
Executing a dynamically loaded binary more than doubles the cost of program execution for both NetBSD and
Windows NT. This represents the cost of relinking a program at execution time, and suggests that static linking may
be preferable for small programs with short execution times.
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Figure 4. Memory stall cycles as a percent of total cycles for the Exec benchmark. The high penalty for the NetBSD Static
case is deceptive because the total cycle count for NetBSD Static is very low.

In Windows, program execution does not require creation of a new address space, but it does require dynamic
linking. Although this cost is high relative to NetBSD static execution, one should keep in mind that programs under
Windows are typically long-lived and interactive. Short lived computations are more likely to be implemented as a
subroutine (such as the dir command in the MS/DOS command interpreter) thereby avoiding the overhead of program execution.
Although the NetBSD static case has the lowest overhead in terms of total cycles, it has the highest CPI (7.25).
Figure 4 shows that memory system penalties are a major contributor. We attribute this higher memory system load
to:
• a short, straight code path with little looping. In particular, loops required for dynamic linking are
avoided.
• reads and writes are due to copies of large structures such as page tables, hence poor locality.
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Data Stall Cycles/Miss is higher for NetBSD than for the other two systems. This indicates that a greater proportion of data cache misses go through to main memory, rather than hitting in the second level cache. The results for the
Exec benchmark serve as an example of the cost of invoking significant system functionality. They also give evidence
that the structure and compatibility requirements for NetBSD permit a much more efficient implementation than is
possible with Windows or Windows NT.

4.4 Memory Access Time
We used the memory read microbenchmark from lmbench [McVoy 94] to measure average memory access time
for repeated references to arrays of various sizes, using a stride of 128 bytes. Pseudocode for the benchmark is as follows:
for (i = 0; i < SIZE; i++)
a[i] = &a[(i+32)% SIZE]
p = a[0];
start();
for (1,000,000 iterations)
p = *p;
stop();

Figure 5 shows experimental results for array sizes ranging from 512 Bytes to 1 MByte. The curves show how the
effects of operating system policy, the API, and memory hierarchy parameters combine to determine memory access
time. Comparing Windows NT and NetBSD, both systems get similar average access times below 8 KBytes, where
the test array fits in the on-chip cache. Above 8 KBytes, access times are determined by how pages are mapped into
the 256 KByte board cache. Windows NT uses a deterministic page mapping policy [Chen & Bershad 93] that gives
similar performance for arrays up to the size of the second level cache and a smooth performance degradation for
arrays from 256 KBytes up to 512 KBytes (twice the size of the second level cache). The deterministic page mapping
policy guarantees that no two pages will conflict for arrays less than 256 KBytes, and that pages will conflict in pairs
for arrays from 256-512 KBytes. At the 512 KByte boundary, each page conflicts with at least one other page; thus
the board cache is of no benefit as the array is traversed sequentially.
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Figure 5. Memory Access Time. This graph illustrates the relationship between cycles per memory reference and array size,
for arrays ranging from 512 Bytes to 1 MByte. A stride of 128 bytes was used. The shape of the curves show how system policy, API, and memory hierarchy parameters combine to determine memory access time.

NetBSD uses the trivial page mapping policy of simply taking the next page off the free list. The curve for NetBSD shows that the random NetBSD policy can do a poor job of avoiding conflicts. The randomness in the NetBSD
policy causes unnecessary conflicts, thus giving NetBSD worse performance relative to Windows NT up to a crossover point slightly before 500 KBytes. Above 500 KBytes, NetBSD policy randomly avoids conflicts, giving better
performance relative to Windows NT.
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The policy used by Windows NT depends on its ability to allocate a physical page of a suitable color. We found
that the integrated buffer cache used by Windows NT can sometimes interfere with the page allocation policy; apparently the page allocator prefers to disregard the requested page color rather than take a page from the cache manager.
The NT measurements for Figure 5 were run with a recently booted NT system. An NT system with a greater balance
of “free” memory in use by the file data cache would show worse behavior between 8 and 256 KBytes.
Turning to Windows, the segment size limitation of the Win16 interface causes performance degradations in all
the tests. The Win16 interface imposes a 64 Kbyte upper limit for allocation of contiguous memory. Because of the
pointer-chasing loop used by our microbenchmark, it impossible for the Win16 compiler to determine when a memory reference will cross a segment boundary. This forces the Win16 compiler to generate a four-instruction sequence
to load the segment register which is executed before every array reference. Segment register maintenance increases
the instructions per iteration from one to five, and cycles per iteration from a minimum of two (in case of a 512 KByte
array) to a minimum of nine.
As the size of the array increases, we see that the effects of the memory hierarchy on Windows reference times
is similar to the behavior for the other two systems, except that the Windows curve is shifted up due to the overhead
of maintaining segment registers. The segmented address space used by the Win16 API causes significantly increased
overhead both in terms of cycles and instructions for the Windows test, and is representative of behavior expected in
Win16 programs that use significant amounts of data (more than 64 KBytes) but haven’t been carefully tuned to
accommodate segment boundaries.
Overall, our memory access test shows that the operating system can impact application performance in ways
that have little to do with the latency of operating system activity during program execution. API and system policy
have a large impact on the average memory access times for user code.

4.5 File System Performance
Differences in software overhead, meta-data handling policy, and file system layout lead to performance differences for file access in the three systems. To isolate the impact of software overhead we used a microbenchmark that
repeatedly reads files resident in the buffer cache. The results were similar to those for the Syscall benchmark: file
system operations consistently required more instructions and exhibited worse cache and TLB behavior under Windows NT than under NetBSD. Figure 6 shows that NT executes over twice many instructions, with nearly five times
as many I-cache misses and nine times as many ITLB misses as NetBSD. For accessing small files in the buffer
cache, Windows NT runs 2.6 times slower.
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Figure 6. Buffer Cache Test. This test measured read performance from the file-system cache by measuring the read time for
128 - 4 KByte files that had been recently created. Hardware interrupts were monitored to ascertain that no disk accesses
occurred. These results are consistent with those of the Syscall benchmark, showing that system functionality can be accessed
most efficiently in NetBSD and has a high overhead in Windows.

For our measurements of file system operations that go to disk, we found that disk layout is often the determining factor between NetBSD and Windows NT. Figure 7 shows how FFS layout improves performance for reads of
small files, with the microbenchmark running 2.8 times faster under NetBSD than Windows NT. FFS policy helps
small file accesses by keeping meta-data and data for a file close together on disk (in the same cylinder group), and
also by keeping files in the same directory close together. In contrast, FAT keeps meta-data for all files in a single
table; thus large seek times are often required when file meta-data access is followed by an access to file data. Note
that Windows NT uses many more I/O interrupts per disk request than NetBSD (Figure 7c). This is due to the absence
of certain device-dependent optimizations in the Windows NT device driver implementation [Forin 95].
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Figure 7. Small File Disk Test. Performance of file accesses to disk was measured by reading 8192 - 8 KByte files. The files
were split among 32 directories (256 files per directory). FFS file layout favors small files accesses to disk by keeping metadata and data for a file close together. As Windows busy-waits for I/O requests, the interrupt count is low.
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Figure 8. Meta-Data Test. This test measured the overhead of creating 128 zero-length files. NT requires many fewer cycles
because it keeps meta-data in memory rather than writing it to disk.

The structure and semantics of FFS require two synchronous writes for every file creation. In contrast FAT
semantics permit meta-data to be buffered in memory. To quantify the performance impact of this policy difference,
we used a benchmark that created 128 zero-length files (See Figure 8). Meta-data updates can be an order of magnitude faster under Windows NT/FAT than under NetBSD/FFS. The low number of non-clock hardware interrupts
shows that meta-data updates remain in memory for Windows NT rather than being written synchronously to disk (as
in NetBSD), so that this workload is disk-bound under NetBSD and CPU bound under Windows NT.
Because we used FAT for both Windows NT and Windows, some aspects of file access are the same for the two
systems. Both handle meta-data better than NetBSD (Figure 8a), although the high cost of accessing the system in
Windows also increases the overall instruction and cycle counts (Figures 6 and 8). Windows instruction behavior differs greatly from the other systems in that Windows busy waits during disk requests rather than using I/O interrupts
(Figure 7c). This a probable explanation for the high instruction counts (Figure 7b) and relatively low cycle count
(Figure 7a) for Windows as compared to Windows NT.
Overall, our file system measurements show that the time to access system functionality (as in the Syscall
benchmark) has significant latency for operations that hit in the buffer cache. For operations that go to disk, file layout
policy must be considered. Windows NT performs worse than NetBSD when it must go to disk, but its unified buffer
cache prevents a decrease in performance for many workloads. We will see an example of this behavior in Section 5.3
when we discuss our Web Server workload.

4.6 Graphics Performance: Bitblt
The goals of our graphics microbenchmark experiments were to carefully study performance on all three systems with respect to a specific graphics operation and to gain insight on the impact of graphics performance on the
Ghostscript workload. Although a comprehensive study of graphics performance is beyond the scope of this work,

Windows performance is a factor of five worse (in cycles) when the default device driver is used to access the SCSI device. As MS/
DOS runs in Virtual 8086 mode and Windows applications run in Protected 16-bit mode, the standard driver requires an expensive
copy operation to transfer the I/O data from MS/DOS memory to memory the application can use. Better performance is possible
with a SCSI device and device driver that use a technique called “VDMA” - DMA to virtual memory [NCR 94]. VDMA is supported by the NCR 815 SCSI interface we used.
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the performance for the bitblt operation reveals key differences between the three systems that may be useful in
understanding other aspects of graphics performance.
Our Bitblt benchmark displayed a 560x1520 array of pixels in a window of size 560x760, repeating this operation 760 times. The first iteration displayed rows 0-759 and the row index was increased by one with each iteration.
Figure 9 shows microbenchmark results using an array of one-bit pixels. NetBSD requires a factor of ten more data
references and a factor of 100 more instructions than Windows or Windows NT. To understand this behavior we consider the specific operations used in each system to move a pixel array from its source to the screen.
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Figure 9. Bitblt test. This figure illustrates the performance of the three systems for a bitblt graphics operation. The overhead of machine-independent graphics in X11 is evident in the elevated data read and write operations. Higher instruction
counts occur because X11 doesn’t use REP instructions to copy bytes. This results in a higher overall cycle count for X11.
The elevated cycle count in Windows is due to memory system contention. We suspect this is due to conflicts between segments.

A 560x760 bitmap occupies 52 K bytes. Copying this bitmap into graphics memory 760 times implies a transfer
of approximately 40 M Bytes or 10 million 32-bit words. Windows and Windows NT copy each bitmap only once,
from application memory directly into graphics memory as a 1-bit pixel array. This explains the approximately 10
million data writes for Windows and Windows NT. X11 copies each pixelmap multiple times. The first copy happens
the kernel, copying the bitmap from the X11 client to the X11 server. The last copy and the most expensive transforms the 1-bit pixel array is into an 8-bit pixel array, increasing the required number of writes by a factor of eight.
These two data movements account for 90 million writes. Our experiments indicate that the additional 26 million
writes occur in the X11 server, although the complexity of the X11 source and the limitations of our tools made it difficult to identify the source of the writes with any greater precision.
The number of instructions executed in Windows and Windows NT is significantly less than the number of data
references. This indicates that the REP prefix is being used to copy many words with a single instruction. In X11 pixels are copied using machine independent code written in C. The REP prefix is not used, and each write instruction
issued writes at most a single word. X11 uses twice as many read operations as write operations because each word is
read twice during the conversion from one-bit to eight-bit pixels. Overall we see that protection and portability in X11
has a significant cost for the bitblt operation.
Windows and Windows NT use a device-dependent bitmap for the above test, while X11 uses a device independent format. In a future version of this paper we will compare bitblt performance when all three systems use a deviceindependent format and eight bits per pixel.

4.7 Network Throughput
Our network throughput benchmark measured the time to send a 256 K byte buffer to a remote host on a dedicated Ethernet, using a 24 K byte receive buffer. Figure 10 shows comparable networking behavior for NetBSD and
Windows NT, with similar instruction counts, data references, and data cache miss. The only difference we noted
between the two systems was worse code locality for Windows NT, with both instruction TLB and cache misses significantly higher. This is consistent with results for other benchmarks, suggesting that Windows NT has worse overall
instruction locality as compared to the other systems.
Although Windows shows higher event counts than the other systems, throughput is comparable with the other
two systems at about 1M byte per second, suggesting that all three systems are limited by the capacity of the raw
Ethernet.

X11 does support a shared-memory extension and this could conceivably reduce the number of copies by one. However, this extension is inconvenient because it uses a special API, thus it is not generally used.
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Figure 10. Results for the Network Throughput Benchmark. This benchmark sent a 256K byte buffer over a dedicated
Ethernet using a 24 K byte receive buffer. Although Windows has higher overhead than the other two systems in terms of
instructions and data reference activity, all three systems achieve and end-to-end throughput of about 8 Mb per second, and
are probably limited by the raw bandwidth for the Ethernet, 10 Mb per second.

4.8 Summary
Our experiments with microbenchmarks have identified several sources of overhead in Windows and Windows
NT that differentiate them from NetBSD. In Windows, frequent CPU mode changes require expensive multicycle
instructions, and the 64 KByte segment size limitation imposes extra overhead in application code. The Null and
Syscall benchmarks show that higher instruction counts and instruction cache penalties in Windows NT are due to its
microkernel structure. In the next section we will look at the impact of these sources of overhead in real applications.

5. Application Workloads
5.1 Wish
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Figure 11. Baseline results for Wish. This figure shows instruction and cycle counts for our Wish run as well as cache miss
cycles as a percentage of total cycles. The instruction counts dominate the performance comparison. Wish spends very little
time in the idle loop.

Our Wish benchmark allows us to compare the overhead required by each of the three systems to support a
graphical user interface. The system activity includes context switches and communication between the application
and graphics server. Because the benchmark does not use large data files, little disk activity occurs during the program run. Figure 11 shows how the cost of accessing system functionality in Windows results in higher overhead
both in terms of cycle counts and instructions executed. Microkernel overhead contributes to the instruction count
difference between NetBSD and Windows NT. In the memory system, Windows NT has worse behavior relative to
NetBSD in both the instruction and data cache, contributing to the difference in cycles. Windows has relatively good
instruction cache behavior, consistent with results for the microbenchmarks. However, the high Windows instruction
count dominates performance.
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Figure 12 shows event counts that provide clues about system behavior. Segment register loads (Figure 12b) are
required for a change of protection domain or (for Windows) machine mode. In the Windows NT there were eight
times as many segment register loads as in the NetBSD experiment. This shows that hardware protection boundary
crossing are much more frequent in Windows NT. The difference is probably due to microkernel structure. Elevated
TLB miss rates for Windows NT (Figure 12b) also suggest frequent context switches, and show that both instruction
and data locality are much worse for Windows NT than for the other two systems. The large number of segment register loads for Windows is due in part to changes in machine mode that occur when control passes from the user program to the windowing system to the graphics device driver. Additional segment register loads are also required by
the Win16 segmented memory model. Finally, pipeline flushes per branch are higher for Windows and Windows NT.
This indicates that branch prediction problems are more severe than in NetBSD.
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Figure 12. Indicators of system behavior in Wish. The high TLB miss rate for Windows NT indicates poor locality for that
system. Segment register loads in Windows are from the segmented Win16 memory model and changes in machine mode.

5.2 Ghostscript
The NetBSD version of Ghostscript uses Xlib functions like XDrawString to render graphics. The Postscript
interpreter in the Windows and Windows NT versions of Ghostscript renders into a pixel map in application memory.
When a complete page has been rendered, control is transferred to the windowing system and the pixel map is displayed on the screen. This rendering operation was explored in isolation in Section 4.6 with our Bitblt microbenchmark. Figure 13 shows that graphics performance differences between the three systems have a significant impact on
overall performance.
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Figure 13. Ghostscript. These figures illustrate activity during a run of the Ghostscript previewer on a 13 page, 372K byte
conference paper. Windows NT gains significant performance benefit from its graphics implementation which makes efficient
use of special features in the graphics hardware. NetBSD suffers from the additional copies and device-independent implementation of our X11 server.

The performance of Windows NT was far superior to the other systems, both in terms of instruction counts and
elapsed time in cycles. Compared to Windows NT, NetBSD suffers from its inefficient graphics implementation. Part
of the cycle differences between Windows and Windows NT is performance of graphics primitives; however, this
does not explain the difference in instruction count. We suspect that some part of the difference is due to a combination of the effects observed in the Memory Read microbenchmark (Section 4.4) and the Syscall benchmark (Section
4.2). The difference in data reference counts between NetBSD and Windows is striking although the limitations of
our tools do not permit us to measure this behavior in greater detail. Sixteen bit data under Windows is likely to be
contributing to the problem.
We ran Ghostscript using publicly available distributions on all three systems, and although three implementations are substantially similar, there are significant differences in how the three versions of Ghostscript utilize the
graphics subsystem. The UNIX version of Ghostscript uses 8 bits per pixel and renders in color using a device-independent pixel array. The Windows and Windows NT implementations use a one-bit per pixel device-dependent bitmap. Apart from the impact of these differences discussed for the Bitblt benchmark, this will also increase by a factor
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of eight the data references required each time the image is copied. This difference in functionality leads to a significant performance disadvantage for NetBSD. In an attempt to level the playing field, we are developing special versions of our Ghostscript benchmark for Windows and Windows NT that use device independent pixelmaps with 8-bit
color. This will increase the copy overhead for creating the image and transferring it from user to screen memory.
The results of these experiments will be reported in a future version of this paper.

5.3 Web Server
Baseline results for the Web server (Figure 14) show that all three systems achieve similar throughput (about
fourteen requests per second). Unlike the network throughput benchmark, the limited resource in this case was not the
capacity of the Ethernet, which was transferring data at less than 11% of its capacity (9.7 MB in 69 seconds for Windows NT), but rather the combined computational requirements of network activity and filesystem access.
All three systems suffer from very high memory system penalties. Figures 14 (f) and (g) show that a significant
percentage of execution time for this workload goes to stall cycles waiting for memory, from 36 to 40 percent
depending on the system. Our trace of 1024 Web server requests referenced 398 distinct files; there is some locality in
the trace, but the memory cache is not large enough to take advantage of it. This suggests that machines intended to
provide high performance Web service would benefit from optimizations to avoid cache latency.
Instruction cache miss rates are significantly higher for Windows NT than for the other two systems, and this
supports our overall conclusion that Windows NT has worse instruction locality than the other two systems. Although
cache miss rates are highest for Windows NT, this does not result in higher overall memory read stall cycles. Given
our limited information about the Pentium counters and the complications introduced by Pentium dual instruction
issue, we were not able to determine how memory penalties overlap to result in lower overall stall cycles for Windows NT.
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Figure 14. Baseline results for the Web Server. Although the Web server has similar throughput on all three systems, the systems spend the time differently. The larger file system cache available to Windows NT gives it better overall throughput. The
NetBSD instruction counts is non-idle instructions. Note that (a) Cycles includes idle-loop activity for NetBSD and Windows
NT, but (b) instructions does not.Windows NT does less disk requests and this reduces context switch activity. This difference
in disk activity also means that Windows NT needs fewer hardware interrupts.

Windows NT gives the best overall performance of the three systems. Its integrated buffer cache/free memory
pool means that more requests can be serviced without going to disk, hence the overall higher throughput (Figure
14a). The other two systems have smaller buffer caches, hence more disk activity and greater overall latency. The
reduced I/O requirements for Windows NT are reflected in a lower count of non-clock interrupts (Figure 14h). On the
NetBSD system we were able to measure the number of idle-loop iterations during our Web benchmark. From this we
can estimate that about 600M cycles (10 percent) of execution time went to idle time, waiting for disk reads, in the
NetBSD system. Because the size of the filesystem cache for both Windows and NetBSD is about the same (2 MB vs.
3.2MB), we expect a comparable amount of idle time to occur in Windows.
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6. Conclusions
The structure of personal computer operating systems has a tremendous impact on the cost of accessing system
functionality. Our experiments have served to quantify performance differences in the three systems and identify
some of their sources.
The structure of Windows has a significant negative impact on performance. Our microbenchmarks led us to
identify three specific mechanisms in Windows that have a negative impact on performance:
• changes of machine mode
• overhead from system call hooks
• overhead for support of segmented memory
Windows requires many segment registers loads and many changes of machine mode. Hardware designers who seek
to improve performance for current versions of Windows and current Win16 applications should take this into consideration; they should also be aware that with the Win32 interface machine mode changes are less frequent. Overall, the
mechanisms used in Windows to support extensibility and backwards compatibility have a significant negative performance impact. By discouraging use of segmented memory and reducing machine-mode changes, Windows 95
[King 94, Pietrek 94, Pietrek 95] could improve the situation.
Much of the cost of system functionality in Windows is due to the structure of the system rather than the API
required by Windows applications. The superior performance of Windows NT relative to Windows suggests that PCstyle applications using the Windows API can be supported without the large negative performance impact that
occurs in the current Windows implementation. Even so, the microkernel system structure used by Windows NT to
support protected address spaces and multiple APIs leads to a significant increase in system overhead for
microbenchmarks relative to NetBSD in terms of dynamic instruction counts. Furthermore, our measurements consistently showed that Windows NT has worse instruction locality. Windows NT presents a higher load to TLBs and
caches than the other two systems. This may be due to the way objects are used for resource management in Windows
NT, although without better tools it is difficult to pinpoint the difference with any precision. Finally, advanced features (unified buffer cache, efficient graphics implementation) helped Windows NT achieve better overall performance than the other two systems for two of the three realistic benchmarks we used, in spite of the negative
performance impact of Windows NT structure that was exposed by the microbenchmarks.
Our experiments with NetBSD demonstrate the performance advantages of its clean monolithic structure.
Although in most cases the performance impact of protection and portability is not significant, it can lead to extra
copies and poor use of hardware features, as shown by the graphics microbenchmark. We must note that the poor use
of graphics hardware in NetBSD is due more to commercial as well as technical issues. It would be possible to
improve graphics performance for NetBSD/X11, but it is not at all clear that sufficient motivation to do this exists.
A major shortcoming of our workloads is that they are UNIX-centric. They fail to demonstrate the strong point
of Windows - the abundance of interactive application software available for that platform. Even so, they have permitted us to understand performance issues and identify crucial structural differences between the operating systems
that dominate current computing.
Microbenchmarks are useful because they are easy to analyze. With realistic applications it is much more difficult to get a complete understanding of software activity during a computation. Our experiments with application
workloads gave evidence that the behavior we isolated with our microbenchmarks has significant impact in realistic
situations. Performance counters provide clues about behavior, but often they cannot give conclusive evidence. A
means of acquiring get complete and detailed measurements of the activity within the system is needed. This is the
subject of continuing work at Harvard.
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